
Zebras
Zebras are a species of wild horse. They live in Africa and are   
famous for their stripes. Each zebra’s stripes are different. No 
two zebras look exactly the same. 

Habitat

Zebras live in different parts of Africa. 
The most famous zebra is the plains 
zebra, which lives in the grassland 
and woodland of eastern and 
southern Africa.  
 
Zebras live in small families. These 
families belong to bigger groups of 
zebras, called herds. Sometimes, herds 
of zebras join up with other herds for 
protection. These are 
called ‘super herds’. 
Sometimes, there are 
thousands of zebras in 
a ‘super herd’.

Diet 

Zebras are herbivores, 
they don’t eat any 
meat. 

Zebras eat fresh grass and can walk for hundreds of miles to 
find fresh grassland and water. Sometimes they eat twigs, 
leaves and bark too. Many predators hunt zebra, like lions, 
cheetahs and leopards. Zebras have to run very fast to avoid 
being caught as prey. Zebras can run up to 65 km/h.



Zebras
Fun Facts

• Zebras spend most of their day eating grass.

• Scientists believe that one of the reasons zebras have 
developed stripes is to help avoid insect bites.

• Zebras have dark skin with white stripes on top.

• Zebras are very protective of their herds. If they are 
attacked, zebras will protect any young or injured zebras 
in their herd. They don’t leave any of their herd behind.



Zebras
Zebras are a species of wild horse  found in Africa. Zebras are 
famous for their stripes. Each zebra’s stripes are unique, just 
like a person’s fingerprint. No zebras look exactly the same. 

Habitat

Zebras live in different parts of Africa. 
The most famous zebra is the plains 
zebra, which lives in the grassland 
and woodland of eastern and southern 
Africa.

Zebras live in small families. These 
families belong to bigger groups of 
zebras, called herds. Sometimes, herds 
of zebras join up with other herds for 
protection. These are 
called ‘super herds’. 
Other animals join 
these ‘super herds’ 
too. When animals 
move around like this, 
looking for food, it is 
called migration.

Diet 

Zebras are herbivores, 
they don’t eat any meat. Zebras eat fresh grass and walk for 
hundreds of miles to find good grassland and fresh water. 
Sometimes they eat twigs, leaves and bark too. Many predators 
hunt zebra, like lions, cheetahs, leopards and hyenas. So, zebras 
have to run fast to avoid being caught as prey. Zebras can run 
up to 65 km/h.



Zebras
Fun Facts

• Zebras spend most of their day eating grass.

• Scientists believe that one of the reasons zebras have 
developed stripes is to help avoid insect bites.

• Zebras have dark skin with white stripes on top.

• Zebras are very protective of their herds. If attacked by a 
predator, zebras will protect any young or injured zebras 
in their herd. They don’t leave any of their herd behind.



Zebras
Zebras are a species of wild horse and 
are found in different parts of Africa. 
Zebras are famous for their striped 
coats. Each zebra’s stripes are unique, 
just like a person’s fingerprint. No 
zebras look exactly the same. Zebras are 
very fast runners, reaching speeds of 
65km/h.

Habitat

Zebras live in different parts of Africa. 
The most famous zebra is the 
plains zebra, which lives in the 
grassland and woodland of eastern 
and southern Africa. Zebras live 
in small families, and in bigger 
groups of zebras, called herds. 
When herds of zebra move around, 
they sometimes join up in ‘super 
herds’ with other zebras for protection. Sometimes there are 
thousands of zebras in a ‘super herd’. Often other animals like 
wildebeest and antelopes, join these ‘super herds’ too. When 
animals move around like this, looking for food, it is called 
migration.

Diet 

Zebras are herbivores. They eat fresh grass and will walk for 
hundreds of miles to find good grassland and fresh water. 
Sometimes they eat twigs, leaves and bark too. Many predators 
hunt the zebra, like lions, cheetahs, leopards and hyenas. So, 
zebras have to run fast to avoid being caught as prey. 



Zebras
Fun Facts

• Zebras spend most of their day grazing.

• Scientists believe that one of the reasons zebras have 
developed stripes is to help avoid insect bites.

• Zebras are dark skinned with white stripes.

• Zebras are known as very gentle animals, but 
they can kill with their powerful kicks.

• Zebras are very protective of their herds. If attacked 
by a predator, zebras will form a semi-circle facing 
the predator and attack, if needed. Also, if a member 
of the herd is hurt or very young, the zebras will 
form a circle around them for protection.


